Recently there has been an increasing amount of research on learning concepts expressed in subsets of Prolog; the term inductive logic programming (ILP) has been used to describe this growing body of research. This paper seeks to expand the theoretical foundations of ILP by investigating the pac-learnability of logic programs. We focus on programs consisting of a single function-free non-recursive clause, and focus on generalizations of a language known to be pac-learnable: namely, the language of determinate function-free clauses of constant depth. We demonstrate that a number of syntactic generalizations of this language are hard to learn, but that the language can be generalized to clauses of constant locality while still allowing pac-learnability. More speci cally, we rst show that determinate clauses of log depth are not pac-learnable, regardless of the language used to represent hypotheses. We then investigate the e ect of allowing indeterminacy in a clause, and show that clauses with k indeterminate variables are as hard to learn as DNF. We next show that a more restricted language of clauses with bounded indeterminacy is learnable using k-CNF to represent hypotheses, and that restricting the \locality" of a clause to a constant allows pac-learnability even if an arbitrary amount of indeterminacy is allowed. This last result is also shown to be a strict generalization of the previous result for determinate function-free clauses of constant depth. Finally, we present some extensions of these results to logic programs with multiple clauses.
Introduction
Recently there has been an increasing amount of research on learning concepts expressed in rst-order logics. While some researchers have considered special-purpose logics such as description logics as a representation for concepts and examples Vilain et al., 1990; Kietz and Morik, 1991; Cohen and Hirsh, 1992] most researchers have used standard rst-order logic as a representation language; in particular, most have used restricted subsets of Prolog to represent concepts Cohen, 1992; Muggleton and Feng, 1992; Pazzani and Kibler, 1992; Quinlan, 1990; Muggleton, 1992c] . The term inductive logic programming (ILP) has been used to describe this growing body of research.
One advantage of basing learning systems on Prolog is that its semantics and complexity are mathematically well-understood. This o ers some hope that learning systems based on it can also be rigorously analyzed. A number of formal results have in fact been obtained; in particular, a number of previous researchers have derived learnability results in Valiant's 1984] model of pac-learnability Haussler, 1989; Frisch and Page, 1991; Kietz, 1993] . This paper seeks to expand the theoretical foundations of ILP by further investigating the pac-learnability of logic programs. In particular, our goal is to investigate carefully the degree to which the representational restrictions imposed by certain practical systems are necessary; in other words, we wish to determine the representational \boundaries of learnability" for logic programs, rather than to analyze existing learning systems.
In this paper we will consider primarily logic programs consisting of a single functionfree non-recursive clause. We focus on single clauses because the results that are obtainable on the learnability of multiple clause programs are straightforward extensions of results for single clauses D zeroski et al., 1992; Cohen, 1993c] . We consider only non-recursive clauses here because analysis of recursive programs requires somewhat di erent formal machinery Cohen, 1993c; Cohen, 1993a] ; we also note that recursion has not been important in several applications of ILP methods to real-world problems Muggleton, 1992a; Feng, 1992; . A nal restriction is that while background knowledge will be allowed in our analysis, we will allow only background theories of ground unit clauses (aka a database or a model.) This restriction has also been made by several practical learning systems Quinlan, 1990; Pazzani and Kibler, 1992; Muggleton and Feng, 1992] .
In this paper, we will rst de ne pac-learnability and review previous learnability results for logic programs: the most important of these (for the purpose of this paper) shows that a single determinate function-free clause of constant depth 1 is pac-learnable D zeroski et al., 1992] . We then investigate a number of generalizations of this language, beginning with the language of determinate clauses of logarithmic depth (rather than constant depth). We show that this language is not pac-learnable, regardless of the language used to represent hypotheses.
We then investigate the e ect of allowing indeterminacy in a clause, and obtain a series of results for indeterminate clauses. We show that clauses with even a single \free" variable are as hard to learn as DNF, and that a slightly more restricted language of clauses with \bounded indeterminacy" is not pac-learnable, but is predictable, using k-CNF to represent hypotheses. Both of these results are negative, as they demonstrate that apparently rea-X i is mapped. If is a substitution and A is a literal, we will use A to denote the result of replacing each variable X in A with the constant symbol to which X is mapped by ; extending this notation slightly, if 1 and 2 are both substitutions, we will use A 1 2 to denote (A 1 ) 2 .
A fact f is an instance of a literal A if there is some substitution such that A = F. If 1 and 2 are substitutions such that 1 2 , then we say that 1 is more general than 2 . Notice that if 1 is more general than 2 , then for any literal A, the set of instances of A 1 2 is a superset of the set of instances of A 2 .
Finally, a de nite clause is written A B 1^: : :^B l where A and B 1 ; : : : ; B l are literals. A is called the head of the clause, and the conjunction B 1^: : :^B l is called the body of the clause. If DB is a set of facts|which we will also call a database|then the extension of a clause A B 1^: : :^B l with respect to the database DB is the set of all facts f such that either f 2 DB, or there exists a substitution so that A = f, and for every B i from the body of the clause, B i 2 DB.
In the latter case, we will say that the substitution proves f to be in the extension of the clause. For brevity, we will let ext(C; DB) denote the extension of C with respect to the database DB.
For technical reasons, it will be convenient to assume that every database DB contains an equality predicate|that is, a predicate symbol equal such that equal(t i ; t i ) 2 DB for every constant t i appearing in DB, and equal(t i ; t j ) 6 2 DB for any t i 6 = t j . This assumption can be made without loss of generality, since such a predicate can be added to any database with only a polynomial increase in size.
Readers familiar with logic programming will notice that this de nition of \extension" coincides with the usual xpoint or minimal-model semantics of Prolog programs for the programs considered in this paper (i.e., single clause function-free nonrecursive Prolog programs over a ground background theory). Hence one might more succinctly de ne the extension of a clause C with respect to DB as ff : C^DB`fg.
Again for those familiar with rst order logic, a clause A B 1^: : :^B l can also be thought of as a logical statement 8X 1 ; : : :; X n (:B 1 _ : : : _ :B l _ A) where X 1 ; : : :; X n are the variables that appear in the clause. Then the extension of a clause with respect to DB is simply the set of facts e that follow from the logical statement above and the conjunction of the facts in DB.
Example. If DB is the set DB = fmother(ann,bob),father(bob,julie),father(bob,chris)g then the extension of the clause grandmother(X,Y) mother(X,Z),father (Z,Y) with respect to DB is the set DB fgrandmother(ann,julie),grandmother(ann,chris)g 
Models of learnability
Our goal is to determine by formal analysis which subsets of Prolog are e ciently learnable; we focus in this paper on the case of function-free non-recursive Prolog. Any formal analysis of learnability, of course, requires an explicit model of what it means for a language to be \e ciently learnable." In this section, we will describe our basic models of learnability; these are slight modi cations of the models of pac-learnability, introduced by Valiant 1984] , and polynomial predictability, introduced by Pitt and Warmuth 1990] .
Let X be a set, called the domain. De ne a concept C over X to be a representation of some subset of X, and a language Lang to be a set of concepts. Associated with X and Lang are two size complexity measures. We will write the size complexity of some concept C 2 Lang or instance e 2 X as j jCj j or j jej j, and we will assume that this measure is polynomially related to the number of bits needed to represent C or e. We use the notation X n (respectively Lang n ) to stand for the set of all elements of X (respectively Lang) of size complexity no greater than n. In this paper, we will be rather casual about the distinction between a concept and the set it represents; when there is a risk of confusion we will refer to the set represented by a concept C as the extension of C.
Example. For example, let X be the domain of binary vectors, interpreted as assignments to boolean variables, and let Dnf be the language of boolean formulae in disjunctive normal form. One might measure the complexity of a vector e 2 X as the length of the vector, and measure the complexity of a formula C by the number of literals in C. Thus for the instance e = 00110 we have j jej j = 5, and for the concept C = ((x 1^x5 ) _ (x 1^x5 )) we have j jCj j = 4. An example of C is a pair (e; b) where b = 1 if e 2 C and b = 0 otherwise. If D is a probability distribution function, a sample of C from X drawn according to D is a pair of multisets S + ; S ? drawn from the domain X according to D, S + containing only positive examples of C, and S ? containing only negative ones. We can now de ne our basic learning models.
De nition 1 (Polynomially predictable) A language Lang is polynomially predictable i there is an algorithm PacPredict and a polynomial function m (   1   ;   1 ; n e ; n t ) so that for every n t > 0, every n e > 0, every C 2 Lang nt , every : 0 < < 1, every : 0 < < 1, and every probability distribution function D, PacPredict ; n e ; n t ) is called the sample complexity of PacPredict. We will sometimes abbreviate \polynomial predictability" as \predictability". The rst condition in the de nition merely states that the error of the hypothesis must (usually) be low, as measured against the probability distribution D from which the training examples were drawn. The second condition, together with the stipulation that the sample size is polynomial, ensures that the total running time of the learner is polynomial. The nal condition simply requires that the hypothesis be usable in the very weak sense that it can be used to make predictions in polynomial time. Notice that this is a worst case learning model, as the de nition allows an adversarial choice of all the inputs of the learner.
The model of polynomial predictability has been well-studied Pitt and Warmuth, 1990] Thus if a language is pac-learnable it is predictable, but the converse need not be true. Predictability also has an important property not shared by pac-learnability: if a language is not predictable, then no superset of that language is predictable. In other words, one cannot make a non-predictable language predictable by generalizing the language, only by adding additional restrictions. Showing a language is not predictable indicates that the language is, in some sense, too expressive to learn e ciently, and hence is a strong negative result.
On the other hand, in ILP contexts, it is often considered desirable to output hypotheses that are logic programs; hence a polynomial prediction algorithm, which may output hypotheses in an arbitrary format, may be much less desirable than a pac-learning algorithm. Thus ideally one would like all positive results to be given in the pac-learning model, and all negative results to be given in the polynomial prediction model. In this paper we will (whenever possible) give positive results in the pac-learning model, and use predictability primarily in negative results. 5 2.3 Background knowledge: extending the standard models So far, our formalization is standard. However, in a typical ILP system, the user provides both a set of examples and a \background theory" de ning a set of predicates that may be useful in constructing a hypothesis: the task of the learner is then to nd a logic program P such that P, together with the background theory, is a good model of the data.
To account for the background knowledge, it is necessary to extend the model of learnability. One way of doing this is to allow examples to be clauses that are entailed by the target concept Plotkin, 1969; Shapiro, 1982; Frazier and Pitt, 1993] . However, in this paper, we will follow Haussler 1989 ] and D zeroski et al. in using a closely related formalism which more directly models the typical use of background knowledge in ILP systems.
If Lang is some set of de nite clauses and DB is a database, then Lang DB] denotes the set of pairs of the form (C; DB) such that C 2 Lang. Each such pair represents the extension of C with respect to DB, as de ned in Section 2.1|i.e., the set of all facts e such that C^DB`e. If DB is some set of databases, then Lang DB] denotes the set of all languages Lang DB] where DB 2 DB. Such a set of languages will be called a language family. The set of de nite clauses Lang will be called a clause language.
In this paper, we will consider primarily the learnability of language families, using learning algorithms that accept a database as input in addition to the usual set of training examples. The following de nitions extend the notions of pac-learnability and polynomial predictability to this new setting.
De nition 3 A language family Lang DB] is polynomially predictable i for every DB 2 DB there is a prediction algorithm PacPredict DB for Lang DB].
A language family Lang DB] is uniformly polynomially predictable i it is polynomially predictable and there is a algorithm PacPredict(DB; S + ; S ? ), which runs in time polynomial in all of its inputs, such that PacPredict, with its rst argument xed to be DB, is a prediction algorithm for LangDB. The (uniform) pac-learnability of a language family is de ned analogously.
Intuitively, a language family is predictable if it can be predicted regardless of the database DB, and a language family is uniformly predictable if there is a single prediction algorithm that works for all databases.
Notice that PacPredict(DB; S + ; S ? ) must run in time polynomial in all of its inputs, including the size of the database DB. Thus uniform predictability (and pac-learnability) requires the prediction (or learning) algorithm to scale well with the size of the background database DB.
Finally, let us de ne a-DB to be the set of databases containing only facts of arity a or less. Most of the results in this paper will be in one of the following forms:
For are not predictable (and hence not pac-learnable regardless of the representation used for hypotheses). This is a negative result about the learnability of clauses in Lang. The notions of uniform pac-learnability and predictability extend the standard models to the ILP setting, where the database is an additional input to the learner. The standard models are worst-case over all distributions and all target concepts; we have simply made the learning model worst-case also over all possible choices of a database. At rst glance, it may seem odd to allow an adversarial choice of the database. This is reasonable, however, because if the database DB is such that the target concept cannot be expressed using predicates de ned in DB, or is only expressible by an extremely large concept, then the learning system is not required to nd an accurate hypothesis quickly (since time and sample complexity may grow with the the size of the target concept C 2 Lang DB]). Thus the model is actually worst-case over all databases DB that are \appropriate" in the sense that a concise representation of the target concept can be found using the predicates de ned in DB.
We will typically use n b to denote the size of a database DB. The parameters n e , n t and n b all measure, in some sense, the size of the learning problem, and we are requiring the learner to be polynomial in all of these size measures; while there is some value in keeping these di erent measures separate, the casual reader may nd it easier to consider the results in terms of a single size measure n = n e + n b + n t .
Example. As In this problem, the user's database DB is in 2-DB, the size of the database is n b = 10, and the size of the examples is n e = 2. An ILP learning system for the clause language 1-DepthDeterm (see below for de nition) might produce the hypothesis H = maternal grandmother(X,Y) mother(X,Z)^mother(Z,Y). If the learning system were a pac-learning system with a known sample complexity, then (if S + and S ? were su ciently large, and drawn from a xed distribution) one could make some guarantees about the error rate of the learner. Note, however, that the user provides only the inputs S + , S ? , and the database DB.
Sample complexity of learning logic programs
In typical ILP problems the examples will all have the same predicate symbol p and arity n e ; thus, in e ect, the predicate and arity of the head of the target clause are given. One important fact to note is the following.
Theorem 4 Let Datalog p=ne be the language of all function-free nonrecursive clauses that have a head with predicate symbol p and arity n e . Then for any xed constant a and any DB 2 a-DB, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension Blumer et al., 1989 ] of Datalog p=maxi nt DB] is polynomial in n e , n t and n b (where n b is the size of DB).
Proof: We will establish an upper bound on the number of semantically di erent clauses.
A Datalog clause of size n t can contain at most n e + an t distinct variables, as at most n e variables can appear in the head, and at most an t variables can appear in the body; thus there are at most (n e + an t ) ne possible clause heads. Since there are at most n b predicates that appear in the database, and each literal consists of one such predicate symbol and a or fewer variables, there are at most n b (n e + an t ) a literals that can appear in the body of a clause that succeeds with the database DB. Putting these two bounds together, the total number of semantically di erent clauses is (n e + an t ) ne (n b (n e + an t ) a ) nt The VC dimension is bounded by the logarithm of this quantity n e log 2 (n e + an t ) + n t log 2 (n b (n e + an t ) a ) which is polynomial in n b , n e , and n t . Blumer et. al 1989] show that if a concept class has polynomial VC dimension, then for a certain polynomial sample size, any consistent hypothesis H of minimal or near-minimal size will with high con dence have low error. More speci cally, any algorithm A that outputs a consistent hypothesis that is within a polynomial of the size of the smallest consistent hypothesis will satisfy all the requirements of pac-learning|except, perhaps, the requirement that the learner run in polynomial time.
Thus, the following simple procedure will satisfy all of the requirements of uniform paclearnability for Datalog, except the requirement that the learning program be polynomialtime: enumerate all non-vacuous Datalog clauses in increasing order of size, and return the rst clause that is consistent with the sample. Since this paper considers only languages that are restrictions of Datalog, this means that if computational complexity is ignored, all of the languages considered in this paper are pac-learnable. The central question we address, then, is when polynomial-time learning is possible. 8 2.5 Constant-depth determinacy and previous results Muggleton and Feng 1992] Example. The clause
is determinate (assuming successor is functional). The maximum depth of a variable is one, for the variable M, and hence the clause has depth one. Assuming that the predicates enclosed paper and length are determinate, the clause unwelcome mail (E) envelope(E)ê nclosed paper(E,P)^must review(P)l ength(P,L)^gt50(L).
is determinate and of depth two. The variable P from this clause has depth one, and the variable L has depth two. An interesting class of logic programs is the following.
De nition 5 (ij-determinate) A determinate clause of depth bounded by a constant i over a database DB 2 j-DB is called ij-determinate.
The learning program GOLEM, which has been applied to a number of practical problems Muggleton and Feng, 1992; Muggleton, 1992b] , learns ij-determinate programs. Closely related restrictions also have been adopted by several other inductive logic programming systems, including FOIL Quinlan, 1991] and LINUS Lavra c and D zeroski, 1992] .
The learnability of non-recursive ij-determinate clauses has also been formally studied D zeroski et al., 1992]. For notation, let i-DepthDeterm be the language of determinate clauses of depth i or less; the language family of ij-determinate clauses is thus denoted i-DepthDeterm j-DB]. One important result is the following.
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Theorem 6 (D zeroski, Muggleton & Russell) For any xed i and j, the language family i-DepthDeterm j-DB] is uniformly pac-learnable.
Other previous work has established that a single clause is not pac-learnable if the ijdeterminacy condition does not hold; speci cally, it has been shown that neither the language of indeterminate clauses of xed depth nor the language of determinate clauses of arbitrary depth is pac-learnable Kietz, 1993] . The proof of these facts is based on showing that there are sets of examples such that nding a single clause in the language consistent with the examples is NP-hard (or worse).
Unfortunately, these negative results are of limited practical importance, because they only show learning to be hard when the learner is required to output a single clause consistent with all of the examples. Most ILP learning systems, however, learn a set of clauses, not a single clause, and the results do not show that learning using this more expressive representation is intractable. Such negative learnability results are sometimes called representationdependent.
2
One of the goals of this paper is to develop representation-independent learning results that complement the positive result of Theorem 6. These results will be developed shortly; rst, however we will describe the analytic tool used to obtain the results.
Reducibility among prediction problems
Intuitively, f c (C 1 ) returns a concept C 2 2 Lang 2 that will \emulate" C 1 |i.e., make the same decisions about concept membership|on examples that have been \preprocessed" with the function f i . If predicting Lang 1 reduces to predicting Lang 2 and a learning algorithm for Lang 2 exists, then one possible scheme for learning concepts from Lang 1 would be the following. First, convert any examples of the unknown concept C 1 from the domain X 1 to examples over the domain X 2 using the instance mapping f i . If the conditions of the de nition hold, then since C 1 is consistent with the original examples, the concept f c (C 1 ) will be consistent with their image under f i ; thus running the learning algorithm for Lang 2 should produce some hypothesis H that is a good approximation of f c (C 1 ). Of course, it may not be possible to map H back into the original language Lang 1 , as computing f c ?1 may be di cult or impossible. However, H can still be used to predict membership in C 1 :
given an example x from the original domain X 1 , one can simply predict x 2 C 1 to be true whenever f i (x) 2 H. Pitt and Warmuth 1988] give a more rigorous argument that this approach leads to a prediction algorithm for Lang 1 , leading to the following theorem. The second case of the theorem allows one to transfer hardness results from one language to another; this is useful because for a number of languages, it is known that prediction is as hard as breaking cryptographic schemes that are widely assumed to be secure. The rst case of the theorem gives a means of obtaining a prediction algorithm for Lang 1 , given a prediction algorithm for Lang 2 .
If f c is one-to-one and f c ?1 is computable, then the reduction is said to \invertible"; in this case it can be shown that if Lang 2 is pac-learnable then Lang 1 is also pac-learnable. For example, the proof of Theorem 6 is based on an invertible prediction-preserving reduction between ij-determinate clauses and monotone monomials.
3 Log-depth clauses are hard to learn
In the next two sections, we will investigate the learnability of de nite clauses in the models described above: pac-learnability and polynomial predictability. Our starting point will be Theorem 6|in particular, we will consider generalizing the result of Theorem 6 by generalizing the de nition of ij-determinacy in various ways, and seeing if the corresponding languages are learnable.
We will rst consider relaxing the restriction that clauses have constant depth. Muggleton and Feng 1992] argue that many practically useful programs are limited in depth; however, in the list of clauses they provide as examples to support their argument, it is frequently the case that the more complex clauses have greater depth. It might be plausibly argued that it is more reasonable to assume that clause depth d is some slowly growing function of problem size (as measured by either clause size n t , database size n b , or example size n e ). The key result of this section is that increasing the depth bound to be even logarithmic in the size of examples makes determinate clauses hard to predict.
Theorem 9 For any constant a 3, the language family (log n e )-DepthDeterm a-DB]
is not polynomially predictable, under cryptographic assumptions. We will show that there exists a database DB CIR 2 3-DB, containing only eleven atomic facts, such that
The expressive power of depth-bounded boolean circuits, as well as their learnability, has been well studied Boppana and Sipser, 1990] ; in particular it is known that log-depth circuits are hard to predict under cryptographic assumptions Kearns and Valiant, 1989, Theorem 4] . Thus the theorem follows immediately from this reduction and Theorem 8.
The construction used in the reduction is illustrated in Figure 1 . An example for the circuit language is a binary vector b 1 : : :b n , which is converted by the instance mapping f i to an atom of the form circuit(b 1 ; : : :; b n ). For example, the vector 10011 would be converted to circuit(1,0,0,1,1). The database DB CIR contains de nitions of the boolean functions and, or, and not, as well as a de nition of the unary predicate true, which succeeds whenever its argument is a \1": DB CIR = f and(0,0,0), and(0,1,0), or(0,0,0), or(0,1,1), not(0,1), and(1,0,0), and(1,1,1), or(1,0,0), or(1,1,1), not(1,0), true (1) 
Notice that the construction preserves depth.
The algorithm presented by Muggleton and Feng for learning a single ij-determinate clause is doubly exponential in the depth of the clause. The result above shows that no learning algorithm for determinate clauses exists that improves this bound much, e.g., that is even singly exponential in depth. The result holds even for learning systems that use an alternative representation for their hypotheses (e.g., systems that approximate one clause with several.)
Recent work has shown that log-depth circuits are hard to predict even if examples are drawn from a uniform distribution Kharitonov, 1992] . 5 Thus even making fairly strong assumptions about the distribution of examples will not make log-depth determinate clauses predictable.
Hard-to-learn indeterminate clauses
The results of Section 3 indicate that one is not likely to be able to generalize the class of ij-determinate clauses by increasing the depth bound. We will now consider relaxing the second key aspect of the ij-determinacy restriction: the condition that clauses be determinate. While for many problems determinacy is an appropriate restriction, there are real-world problems for which some of the background knowledge cannot be accessed using only determinate literals Cohen, 1993d] ; thus for practical reasons, it would be useful to be able to relax this restriction.
In this section, we will consider several plausible ways to relax the determinacy restriction, and show that these relaxations lead to languages that are hard to pac-learn and (in most cases) also hard to predict. In particular, we rst consider bounding the depth of a clause, but not restricting it in any other way, and show that this leads to a language that is hard to predict. We then consider bounding the number of \free" variables in an indeterminate clause, and show that this language is exactly as hard to predict as DNF. We then consider an alternative set of restrictions in which the degree of indeterminacy is also bounded, and show that that language is predictable, but not pac-learnable.
Constant-depth indeterminate clauses
The most obvious way of relaxing ij-determinacy would be to consider constant-depth clauses that are not determinate. Unfortunately, this leads to a language family that is hard to learn. Letting k-Depth denote the language of all clauses of depth k or less, we have the following result:
Theorem 10 For a 3 and k 1, the language family k-Depth a-DB] is not predictable, unless NP P=Poly.
Proof: Schapire 1990] shows that if a language Lang is polynomially predictable, then every C 2 Lang can be emulated by a polynomial-sized circuit. To prove the theorem, therefore, it is su cient to construct a polynomial sized database DB 2 3-DB such that for some C 2 1-Depth DB] testing membership in C is NP-hard.
Let DB contain the following predicates:
The predicate boolean(X) is true if X = 0 or X = 1.
For k = 1 through n, the predicate link k (M,V,X) is true if M 2 f?n; : : :; ?1g or M 2 f1; : : : ; ng, V 2 f0; 1g, X 2 f0; 1g, and one of the following conditions also holds: { M = k and X = V { M = ?k and X = :V { M 6 = k and M 6 = ?k (and X and V have any values). Finally, the predicate sat(V 1 ; V 2 ; V 3 ) is true if each V i 2 f0; 1g and if one of V 1 ; V 2 ; V 3 is equal to 1. Now, consider a 3-sat formula =^n i=1 (l i 1 _ l i 2 _ l i 3 ) over the n variables x 1 ; : : :; x n . We will encode this formula as the following arity-3n atom e = sat(m 1 1 ; m 1 2 ; m 1 3 ; : : : ; m n 1 ; m n 2 ; m n 3 )
where m i j = k if l i j = x k and m i j = ?k if l i j = x k . Now consider the clause C SAT below:
sat(M 1 1 ; M 1 2 ; M 1 3 ; : : :; M n 1 ; M n 2 ; M n 3 ) V n k=1 boolean(
The rst two sets of literals introduce two sets of depth-1 indeterminate variables: the X k 's correspond to possible values for the variables x 1 ; : : : ; x n over which is de ned, and the V i j 's correspond to values that can be assigned to the literals l i j that appear in . The third set of literals ensures that if l i j = x k then V i j = X k , and that if l i j = x k then V i j and X k are complements; this conjunction thus ensures that the V i j 's have values consistent with some assignment to the x i 's. Finally, the last conjunction of literals ensures that the values given to the V i j 's are such that every clause in succeeds: i.e., that is satis ed. Thus we conclude that is satis able i the clause C SAT succeeds on the instance e , and hence that determining whether C SAT succeeds must be NP-hard.
Finally, notice that the boolean predicate requires two facts to de ne; the sat predicate requires seven facts to de ne; and (since each link k predicate requires at most 2n 2 2 = 8n facts to de ne) the link predicates together require only 8n 2 facts to de ne. Hence j jDBj j is bounded by a polynomial in n. It is also clear that C SAT is of size polynomial in n. This completes the proof.
Therefore, in the remainder of this section, we will consider the learnability of languages strictly more restrictive than k-Depth. We will rst consider the learnability of clauses with a bounded number of \free variables".
Clauses with k free variables
Let the free variables of a clause be those variables that appear in the body of the clause but not in the head. One reasonable restriction to impose is to consider clauses with only a small number of free variables. This restriction is analogous to that imposed by Haussler 1989 ].
We will consider now the learnability of the language k-Free, de ned to be all nonrecursive clauses containing at most k free variables. Notice that clauses in k-Free are necessarily of depth at most k; also restricting the number of free variables ensures that clauses can be evaluated in polynomial time. While at rst glance this language seems to be quite simple, notice that a clause p(X) q(X; Y ) classi es an example p(a) as true exactly when q(a; b 1 ) 2 DB _ : : : _ q(a; b r ) 2 DB, where b 1 ; : : : ; b r are the possible bindings of the (indeterminate) variable Y . Thus, indeterminate variables allow some \disjunctive" concepts to be expressed by a single clause.
As it turns out, we can exploit the expressive power of indeterminate free variables to encode any boolean expression in disjunctive normal form 6 using a single k-free clause (over a suitable database). This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 11 For any constants a 2 and k 1, if the language family k-Free a-DB] is predictable, then Dnf is predictable.
Proof: As in Theorem 9, the statement of the theorem follows directly from a single reduction: 6 Recall that boolean formulae of the form W i V j l ij are said to be in disjunctive normal form. We denote this language as Dnf, with the size measure for examples being the number of variables (i.e., the length of a bit vector encoding an assignment) and the size measure for a formula being the number of literals it contains. (To see that the theorem follows from the lemma, notice that a DNF formula of complexity n can have at most n terms, and that any DNF formula with fewer than n terms can be padded to exactly n terms by adding terms of the form v 1 v 1 ; thus any DNF of size n t or less could be predicted using 1-free clauses over the database DB nt .)
The construction on which this reduction is based is illustrated in Figure 2 . Let DB r contain su cient atomic facts to de ne the binary predicates true 1 , false 1 , : : :, true r , false r that behave as follows: It also should be noted that every clause in 1-Free DB r ] can be translated into an r-term DNF expression; thus Lemma 12, together with existing hardness results for pac-learning k-term DNF Kearns et al., 1987] , leads to the following result.
Observation 13 For a 2 the language family 1-Free a-DB] is not pac-learnable.
It is straightforward to obtain a number of other similar representation dependent hardness results for pac-learning clauses in k-Free, somewhat along the lines of Theorem 1 of Kietz 1993] . However, if one accepts the conjecture that learning DNF is hard, then these are of limited interest, given Theorem 11; hence we will not develop such results here. We turn instead to another question: whether there are languages in k-Free that are harder to learn than DNF. The answer to this question is no: Theorem 14 If DNF is predictable then for all constants a and k, the language family k-Free a-DB] is uniformly predictable.
Proof: It su ces to show that for all constants a and k and every background theory DB 2 a-DB k-Free DB] Dnf since if this reduction holds, one could use the hypothesized prediction algorithm for Dnf to predict k-Free DB]. Below we will give such a reduction for an arbitrary database DB.
Let C be a clause in k-Free DB]. The predicate symbol and arity of the head of C can be determined from any of the positive examples, and because we assume that DB contains an equality predicate, one can also assume that all of the variables in the head of C are distinct.
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Thus the head of C can be determined from the examples. Notice also that each clause has at most n e +k variables, and hence there are only (n e +k) a a-tuples of variables that could serve as arguments to a literal. Let the background database DB be of size n b . Since the database DB contains at most n b predicate symbols, there are at most n b (n e + k) a possible literals B 1 ; : : :; B n b (ne+k) a that can appear in the body of a k-Free clause. (1) where e is the most general substitution such that A e = e. However, since the background theory DB is of size n b and all predicates are of arity a or less, there are at most an b constants in DB, and hence only (an b ) k possible substitutions 1 ; : : :; (an b ) k to the k free variables.
Thus, let us introduce the boolean variables v ij where i ranges from one to n b (n e + k) a and represents a literal, and j ranges from one to (an b ) k and represents a substitution. Notice that the size of this set of variables is polynomial in n e and n e . We will de ne the instance mapping f i (e) of an example e to return an assignment e to these variables as follows: v ij will be true in e if and only if B i j e 2 DB. Finally, let the concept mapping f c (C) map a clause C = A B c 1^: : :^B c l to the DNF formula f c (C)
Since both (an b ) k and l are polynomial (in n e , n b , and n t ) the formula f c (C) is of polynomial size. It also can be veri ed that f c (C) is true exactly when Equation 1 is true, and hence these mapping preserve concept membership. This completes the reduction and the proof.
The predictability of DNF has been an open problem in computational learning theory for several years. Thus, while this result does not actually settle the question of whether indeterminate clauses are predictable, it does show that answering the question will require a substantial theoretical advance.
Clauses with bounded indeterminacy
If one believes that DNF is hard to predict, then the result above is negative; however, it does suggest some possible restrictions that might lead to learnable languages. The rst restriction suggested by this result is based on the observation that the \degree of indeterminacy" of a clause is closely related to the number of terms in the DNF formula that is needed to emulate it, and that k-term DNF is predictable for any xed k. Hence, it may be that bounding the number of possible substitutions associated with a clause will lead to a predictable language. Such a result would be useful: intuitively, this would show that predictability (if not learnability) decreases gradually as indeterminacy is introduced to a language.
In this section, we will investigate such a restriction. It turns out that this intuition is correct: in particular, the result of Theorem 6 can be extended to a certain language of clauses with bounded indeterminacy. This gives us a positive learnability result in the weaker model of predictability. We will rst present a fairly general version of this result, and then consider some concrete instantiations of the general result.
Bounding the indeterminacy of a clause
We will want to talk about clauses that are almost, but not quite, deterministic; hence the following de nition.
De nition 15 (E ectively k-indeterminate) A language Lang DB] is called e ectively k-indeterminate (with respect to X) i there is a polytime computable procedure SUBST(e; DB) that, given any e 2 X, computes a set of substitutions f 1 ; : : :; l g having these properties: the number of substitutions l is bounded above by k, for every C 2 Lang DB], if e is in the extension of C, then every most general substitution 0 that proves e to be in the extension of C is included in the set of i 's generated by SUBST.
Note that since duplications are allowed among the i 's (i.e., it might be that i = j for some i 6 = j) we can assume without loss of generality that l = k.
Informally, a language is k-indeterminate if given an instance e, one can produce a small set of candidate substitutions that su ce for all the theorem-proving that might be necessary. As one example of such a language, ij-determinate clauses are e ectively 1-indeterminate: here, SUBST can be implemented by using a Prolog-style theorem prover to generate the single substitution that proves e to be in the extension of C. Some additional examples are given in Section 4.3.2.
The following property will also be important:
De nition 16 (Polynomial literal support) A language family Lang DB] has polynomial literal support i for every X ne and every DB 2 DB there is a set of literals LIT and a partial order on LIT such that the cardinality of LIT is polynomial in n e and j jDBj j;
Lang DB] is exactly those clauses A B 1^: : :^B r , where A is xed, all the B i 's are members of LIT, and the body of the clause satis es the following restriction: if B i B j and B j is in body of the clause, then B i also is in the body of the clause and appears to the left of B j .
One example of a language with polynomial literal support is the language of ij-determinate clauses: in this case, the polynomial bound on the number of literals in a clause can be obtained by a simple counting argument Muggleton and Feng, 1992] , and the ordering function is the relationship B i B j i the input variables of B j are bound by B i This de nition in fact generalizes of a key property that, together with determinism, makes ij-determinate clauses pac-learnable. The language of k-free clauses also has polynomial literal support; in this case, the ordering function might be a constant function, or might be used to ensure that clauses are \linked" in such a way as to reduce indeterminacy. The example of k-free clauses shows that polynomial literal support is not su cient to ensure learnability.
The principle result of this section is the theorem below, which shows that imposing these two restrictions yields a predictable language of clauses. Unfortunately, it is di cult to extend this predictability result to a pac-learning result. This issue is discussed further in Section 4.3.3.
Theorem 17 Let k-IndetermPLS be any clause language with polynomial literal support that is also e ectively k-indeterminate. Then for any xed a, the language family k-IndetermPLS a-DB] is uniformly predictable.
Proof: The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 14, except that we will reduce learning a clause in k-IndetermPLS to learning a k-term DNF expression: i.e., we will show that for any DB 2 a-DB
k-IndetermPLS a-DB] k-TermDnf
The theorem follows immediately from this, since k-term DNF is predictable using k-CNF as a hypothesis space Pitt and Valiant, 1988] .
Since the language k-IndetermPLS has polynomial literal support, there is some set of literals B 1 ; : : : ; B n such that each clause C in the language can be written C = A B c 1:
: :^B c l . As before we will introduce a set of variables v c i j where c i ranges from 1 to n and encodes a literal B c i , and j ranges from 1 to k and encodes a substitution. The instance mapping will map an example e to an assignment e over these kn variables as follows. First, the procedure SUBST(e; DB) guaranteed by the de nition of e ective kindeterminacy is used to generate a set of k substitutions 1 ; : : : ; k . The ordering of these substitutions can be arbitrary (we will see why shortly.) An assignment e is then constructed in which v c i j is true if and only if B i j 2 DB for j . Note that when a clause C covers an example e, then it must be that some j makes the clause true, and hence one of the terms of f c (C) will be true; conversely, when C doesn't cover e, no terms of f c (C) are true. So these mappings preserve concept membership. Notice also that the ordering of the i 's is irrelevant, and can even be di erent for di erent examples.
Languages satisfying the restrictions
Although the result above is stated quite generally, it is nonetheless rather di cult to devise natural syntactic restrictions enforce these two key restrictions: that clauses have polynomial support, and that they be e ectively k-indeterminate. One possible language is suggested by the proof of Theorem 14, which shows that any language k-Free DB] is e ectively j jDBj j kindeterminate. Thus the language family of k-free clauses over databases of constant size l is predictable. Thus letting DB l denote the set of databases of size less than or equal to l: Observation 18 For xed k and l the language family k-Free DB l ] is uniformly predictable.
Note however that the time complexity of the most natural prediction algorithm (where one predicts k-term DNF using k-CNF) is O(n e l k ), which seems rather high for a practical algorithm. Also, restricting the size of the background database is a rather severe restriction.
Another possibly more useful way of de ning a language meeting the restrictions above is as follows.
First, specify a tuple of n e variables. The head of every clause in the language will have as its arguments the tuple T. For instance, in learning family relationships like grandfather or nephew, one might x the arguments to be the two variables X and Y , in that order. 
Given this ordering constraint, literals L 1 , L 2 , L 3 and L 4 can have at most two bindings (assuming that a person has at most two parents) and literals L 5 and L 6 can have at most one binding (assuming each person has only one spouse.) Thus, for this set S, we have d = 2. Finally, de ne the language S-Output to be the set of clauses that have heads with the argument list T and bodies that contain output literals selected from the set S, and used in an order consistent with S . It is easy to show that a clause in S-Output is e ectively (jSj d)-indeterminate: the procedure for generating substitutions is simply to backtrack to generate all possible substitutions for the free variables in the literal set S. Also, for databases with a xed arity a the language S-Output has polynomial literal support, since it has at most ajSj free variables. Hence:
Observation 19 For every constants a, c, and d, and every literal set S, S-Output a-DB] is uniformly predictable, provided that jSj < c, and every literal in S can have at most d bindings.
The time complexity of the k-CNF based prediction algorithm is O(n e cd ). It should be noted that there is no a priori way to choose the literal set S and ordering function S . Thus in practice, specifying a language S-Output requires additional user input. For example, in the family relationship learning problem given above, the user had to specify (in addition to the examples and the background database DB) the pair of variables X; Y that must appear in the head of the hypothesis clause; the set of indeterminate literals S = fparent(A; X ); : : : ; g that can appear in a hypothesis clause; the ordering function S . In this respect the clause language S-Output di ers from i-DepthDeterm and k-Free, which require little user input to specify.
This result also can be generalized somewhat. One generalization is based on the fact that ij-determinate clauses also have polynomial literal support. It is thus possible to combine the language of ij-determinate clauses with the language S-Output to obtain a new predictable language, of clauses of the form A B 1^: : :^B r^D1^: : :^D s where A B 1^: : :^B r is ij-determinate and A D 1^: : :^D s is S-Output. This result provides one way of introducing a small amount of non-determinism into the language of ij-determinate clauses without making prediction intractable.
Further discussion
It should be emphasized that although this is a positive result, there are a number of reasons why the result is rather weak. First, we have not shown the language to be pac-learnable, only to be predictable; thus there is no way of obtaining a clause that accurately approximates the target clause. This is a disadvantage if the ultimate goal is to integrate the result of learning with a reasoning system based on logic programs. Furthermore, the result appears to be di cult to extend to pac-learnability, for two reasons: rst, because k-term DNF is hard to pac-learn, and second, because the concept mapping used to reduce clause learning to k-term DNF cannot be easily reversed. The latter fact means that even if the prediction algorithm used for k-term DNF yields hypotheses that can be easily converted to logic programs (see, for example, Blum and Singh, 1990] , which describes an algorithm that learns k-term DNF with general DNF) or even for classes of distributions under which k-term DNF is directly learnable (see, for example, Li and Vitanyi, 1991] ) it may still be impossible to pac-learn clauses from an e ectively k-indeterminate language with polynomial literal support.
A second problem is that all known algorithms for predicting k-term DNF require time exponential in k. This suggests that only a small amount of indeterminism can be tolerated without imposing additional restrictions. For these reasons, we will consider in the next section a di erent restriction on indeterminate clauses.
5 Learnable indeterminate clauses

Highly local clauses are learnable
We will now consider an alternative restriction on indeterminate clauses, the aim being to nd a language of indeterminate clauses that is not only predictable, but also pac-learnable. The construction in Lemma 12 requires a free variable that appears in every literal; a natural question to ask is if limiting the number of occurrences of each free variable makes indeterminate clauses easier to learn. This restriction, unfortunately, does not help in general; 8 however a closely related restriction does make learning easier. The basic idea behind the restriction is to limit the length of a \chain" of \linked" variables; we develop this notion more formally below.
De nition 20 (Locale) Let V 1 and V 2 be two free variables appearing in a clause A B 1:
: :^B r . We say that V 1 touches V 2 if they appear in the same literal, and that V 1 in uences V 2 if it either touches V 2 , or if it touches some variables V 3 that in uences V 2 . The locale of a variable V is the set of literals fB i 1 ; : : :; B i l g that contain either V , or some variable in uenced by V .
Thus in uences and touches are both symmetric and re exive relations, and in uences is the transitive closure of touches. Informally, variable V 1 in uences variable V 2 if the choice of a binding for V 1 can a ect the possible choices of bindings for V 2 (when testing to see if a ground fact e is in the extension of C). The locality of a clause is the size of the largest set of literals in uenced by a free variable. The following examples illustrate locality.
Example. In the following clauses, the free variables are highlighted, and the locale of each free variable is underlined.
father(F,S) son(S,F)^husband(F,W). no payment due(S) enlist(S,PC)^peace corps(PC). draftable(S) citizen(S,C)^united states(C)^age(S,A)^(A 18)^(A 26).
Notice that the in uence relation applies only to free variables; thus in the third clause above, the variable S is not in uenced by C, and hence age(S,A) is not in the locale of C.
Finally, let the locality of a clause be the cardinality of the largest locale of any free variable in that clause, and let k-Local denote the language of clauses with locality k or less. The principle result of this section is the following.
Theorem 21 For any xed k and a, the language family k-Local a-DB] is uniformly paclearnable.
Proof: Let S + ; S ? be a sample labeled by the k-local clause A B 1^: : :^B l . As in the proof of Theorem 17, one can assume that predicate symbol and arity of A are known, and that the arguments to A are n e distinct variables. As every new literal in the body can introduce at most a new variables, any size k locale can contain at most n e + ak distinct variables. Also note that there are at most n b distinct predicates in the database DB. Since each literal in a locality has one predicate symbol and at most a arguments, each of which is one of the n e + ak variables, there are only n b (n e + ak) a di erent literals that could appear in a locality, and hence at most p = (n b (n e + ak) a ) k di erent 9 localities of length k. Let us denote these localities as LOC 1 ; : : :; LOC p . Note that for constant a and k, the number of distinct localities p is polynomial in n e and n b . Now, notice that every clause C of locality k can be written in the form In a bit more detail, the following algorithm will pac-learn k-local clauses. The learner initially hypothesizes the most speci c k-local clause, namely A LOC 1 ; : : :; LOC p
The learner then examines each positive example e in turn, and deletes from its hypothesis all LOC i such that e 6 2 ext(A LOC i ; DB). (Note that e is in this extension exactly when 9 : DB`LOC i e where e is the most general substitution such that A e = e. To see that this condition can be checked in polynomial time, recall that can contain at most ak free variables, and DB can contain at most an b constants; hence at most (an b ) ak substitutions need be checked, which is polynomial.) Following the argument used for Valiant's procedure, this algorithm will pac-learn the target concept.
Again, this result can be extended somewhat; for example, there is pac-learning algorithm for the language of clauses of the form A B 1^: : :^B r^D1^: : :^D s where A B 1^: : :^B r is ij-determinate and A D 1^: : :^D s is k-local.
The expressive power of local clauses
Theorem 21 is a positive result; it shows that k-local clauses can be e ciently learned in a reasonable formal model. The importance of this result, however, depends a great deal on the usefulness of k-local clauses as a representation language; we note that k-local clauses, unlike ij-determinate clauses, do not seem to correspond very well to the sorts of clauses typically used in logic programs for list manipulation and other programming tasks. In this section, we will attempt to evaluate the usefulness of locality as a bias.
Experimental results
One way is to evaluate a bias is empirically, by applying a learning system that uses that bias to benchmark problems. Some preliminary experiments of this sort are reported elsewhere Cohen, 1993d] . In these experiments, several di erent versions of the experimental ILP system Grendel were constructed, each of which learned programs made up of clauses from a di erent clause language. Among the clause languages considered were ij-determinate and k-local clauses. These di erent versions of Grendel were then compared on a set of eight benchmark problems taken from the literature. These experiments con rmed that ijdeterminacy is useful on many problems, notably in learning simple recursive programs like append and list. However, on two of the eight benchmarks, signi cantly better results were obtained by relaxing the determinacy restriction and imposing instead a locality restriction. Thus, the results suggest that it is sometimes important to relax the determinacy restriction, and indicate that locality is, at least in some cases, a useful way of doing so.
Locality generalizes ij-determinacy
A second way to evaluate the usefulness of locality is to formally analyze the expressive power of k-local clauses. The easiest way to do this is by comparing k-Local to other languages. For instance, any clause with locality k clearly must have depth of k + 1 or less; thus k-Local is also a restriction of the language of clauses of constant depth. However, the language k-Local is incomparable to the language of clauses with a bounded number of free variables. To see this, note that the construction used in Lemma 12 is a length n clause with a single free variable that has locality n, while similarly the clause p(X) q 1 (X; Y 1 )^: : :^q n (X; Y n ) has locality one, but n free variables. To summarize, k-Local (k + 1)-Depth, but for all k 0 , k-Local 6 k 0 -Free and k-Free 6 k 0 -Local.
A more interesting question is the relationship of k-local clauses to ij-determinate clauses. Clearly, since k-local clauses can include indeterminate literals, some k-local clauses are not ij-determinate. It is also the case that determinate clauses with bounded depth can have unbounded locality. As an example, consider the clause p(X) successor(X; Y)^q 1 (Y)^: : :^q n (Y) However, there is a surprising relationship between the two languages: it turns out that every ij-determinate clause can be rewritten as a clause with bounded locality, where the bound on the locality is a function only of i and j. Thus, in a very reasonable sense, the language of clauses of constant locality is a strict generalization of the language of determinate clauses of constant depth.
More precisely, the following relationship holds between these languages. Proof: Let C = A B 1^: : :^B r be a clause. We will say that literal B i directly supports literal B j i some output variable of B i is an input variable of B j , and that literal B i indirectly supports B j i B i directly supports B j , or if B i directly supports some B k that indirectly supports B j . (Thus \indirectly supports" is the transitive closure of \directly supports".) Now, for each B i in the body of C, let LOC i be the conjunction LOC i = B j 1^: : :^B j k i^B i where the B j 's are all of the literals of C that support B i , either directly or indirectly, appearing in the same order that they appeared in C. Next, let us introduce for i = 1; : : : ; r a substitution i = fY = Y i : Y is a variable occurring LOC i but not in Ag
We can then de ne LOC 0 i = LOC i i ; the e ect of this last step is that LOC 0 1 ; : : : ; LOC 0 r are copies of LOC 1 ; : : : ; LOC r in which variables have been renamed so that the free variables of LOC 0 i 1 are di erent from the free variables of LOC 0 i 2 . Finally, let C 0 be the clause A LOC 0 1^: : : LOC 0 r An example of this construction is given in Figure 3 . We suggest that the reader refer to the example at this point.
We claim that C 0 is k-local, for k = a d+1 , that C 0 is at most k times the size of C, and furthermore that if C is determinate, then C 0 has the same extension as C. In the remainder of the proof, we will establish these claims.
To establish the rst two claims (that C 0 is k-local and at most k times the size of C for k = a d+1 ) it is su cient to show that the number of literals in every LOC 0 i (or equivalently, every LOC i ) is bounded by k. To establish this, let us de ne N(d) The rst phase of the construction: The constructed clause C 0 : After renaming the variables in these conjunctions so that all free variables appear in only a single conjunction and collecting them into a single clause, we obtain the following clause C 0 . more active(DrugA,DrugB) structure(DrugA,X 1 ,Y 1 ,Z 1 )ŝ tructure(DrugA,X 2 ,Y 2 ,Z 2 )^not equal to h(X 2 )ŝ tructure(DrugA,X 3 ,Y 3 ,Z 3 )^polarity(Y 3 ,P 3 )ŝ tructure(DrugA,X 4 ,Y 4 ,Z 4 )^polarity(Y 4 ,P 4 )^equal to 2(P 4 )ŝ tructure(DrugB,T 5 ,U 5 ,V 5 )ŝ tructure(DrugB,T 6 ,U 6 ,V 6 )^equal to h(V 6 ). By induction, the lemma holds.
Now we consider the second claim: that for any determinate C, the C 0 constructed above has the same extension. The rst direction of this equivalence actually holds for any clause C:
Lemma 24 It is easy to see that applying this substitution to C 0 will simply \undo" the e ect of renaming the variables|i.e. that C 0 =Ĉ. Now, assume f 2 ext(Ĉ; DB); then there is by de nition some substitution so that all literals in the body of the clause C are in DB. Clearly for the substitution 0 = all literals in the body of the clause C 0 0 are in DB, and hence f 2 ext(C 0 ; DB).
We must nally establish the converse of Lemma 24. This direction of the equivalence requires that C be determinate.
Lemma 25 If a fact f is in the extension of C 0 with respect to DB, and C is determinate, then f is in the extension of C with respect to DB. We have now established that C 0 is k-local, of bounded size, and is equivalent to C. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
We note that the proof technique used in Theorem 22 is similar to that used by D zeroski, Muggleton and Russell 1992] to show that ij-determinate clauses are learnable; in particular, D zeroski, Muggleton and Russell showed that a ij-determinate clause can be rewritten as a conjunction of boolean propositions, each of which corresponds closely to the conjunctions LOC 0 1 ; : : :; LOC 0 r introduced in the proof above. Finally, although we have shown that ij-determinate clauses have locality bounded by a constant, it should be observed that the constant is fairly large: for example, for i = j = 3, the bound on locality would be k = 3 4 = 81. Hence the algorithm of Theorem 21 need not be the best algorithm for learning ij-determinate clauses.
Extensions to multiple-clause programs
So far, all of our results have been for programs containing a single clause. We will now consider extending the results presented above to programs that contain more than one clause. This is an important topic, because many practical systems learn programs containing multiple clauses; further understanding of the limitations of such systems would clearly be useful.
Still considering non-recursive programs over a xed database, an immediate result is that even with severe restrictions, learning an arbitrary logic program is cryptographically hard. (We will use, in this proof, the usual semantics for logic programs Lloyd, 1987] Proof: The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Theorem 9; we will again reduce predicting a boolean circuit to an ILP learning problem (in this case, learning a multiple-clause program.) We will assume that the circuit contains only AND and OR gates.
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The instance mapping is as in Theorem 9. The concept mapping maps a circuit to a program P as follows.
For every AND gate G i the program P will contain a clause p i (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) L i1^Li2 where L i1 and L i2 are de ned as follows: L ij ( true(X k ) if the j-th input to gate G i is the variable x k p k (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) if the j-th input to gate G i is the output of gate G k For every OR gate G i the program P will contain two clauses p i (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) L i1 p i (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) L i2 where L i1 and L i2 are de ned analogously.
Finally, P contains a single clause circuit(X 1 ; : : :; X n ) p n (X 1 ; : : :; X n ) where p n is the gate whose output is the output of the circuit. An example of this construction is shown in Figure 4 .
It is easy to verify that this construction reduces learning circuits to learning multipleclause programs of any of the types named in the theorem over the database DB = ftrue(1)g.
Since arbitrary logic programs are hard to learn, we will henceforth restrict ourselves to cases in which the heads of all the clauses in the program have the same predicate symbol and arity; this restriction has been made by a number of practical learning systems Quinlan, 1990; Muggleton and Feng, 1992; Pazzani and Kibler, 1992; Cohen, 1991] . We will call such programs multiple-clause predicate de nitions. For this case, the semantics of our representation remains simple: a multiple clause predicate de nition is simply a set of clauses P = fC 1 ; : : :; C k g, and the extension of P with respect to a database DB is the union of the extensions of the C i 's (again with respect to DB). Again, this coincides with the usual semantics for non-recursive programs.
Many of the preceding results extend immediately to multiple-clause predicate de nitions; for completeness, we will state these extensions below.
Observation 27 For a 3, the language of multiple-clause predicate de nitions containing clauses from (log n e )-DepthDeterm a-DB] are not polynomially predictable, under cryptographic assumptions.
This follows directly from the non-predictability of single clauses.
Observation 28 For any a 2 and any k 1, the language of multiple-clause predicate de nitions containing clauses from k-Free a-DB] is uniformly predictable if and only if Dnf is predictable.
This follows directly from Theorems 11 and 14, and from the fact that the disjunction of a set of DNF formula is still in DNF.
Observation 29 Let k-IndetermPLS be any clause language with polynomial literal support containing only e ectively k-indeterminate clauses. Then for any xed a, k and l, the language of multiple-clause predicate de nitions containing at most l clauses from k-IndetermPLS a-DB] is uniformly predictable. This follows directly from Theorem 17 and the fact that the union of l distinct k-term DNF formula, where l is constant, is a (k l)-term DNF formula.
It remains to consider extensions of Theorems 6 and 21, which show the pac-learnability of ij-determinate clauses and k-local clauses respectively. Again, these extensions are straightforward, based on previous results. The proof of Theorem 6 is based on a invertible reduction to boolean monomials: any ij-determinate clause can be learned by constructing an appropriate set of boolean features, learning a monotone monomial over those features, and then converting this monomial back to an ij-determinate clause. While Theorem 21 was proved directly, it could have also have been proved via an invertible reduction to monomials.
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Since in both cases a single clause reduces to a monotone monomial, and it is known that in a distribution-independent setting, monotone DNF is as hard to learn as general DNF, one can easily obtain this result: Observation 30 For any xed i and j, the language of multiple-clause predicate de nitions containing clauses from i-DepthDeterm j-DB] is pac-learnable i Dnf is pac-learnable.
For any xed k and a, the language of multiple-clause predicate de nitions containing clauses from k-Local a-DB] is pac-learnable i Dnf is pac-learnable.
Some positive results are also obtainable. It is known that for any constant l, monotone l-term DNF is learnable against simple distributions Li and Vitanyi, 1991] . 12 D zeroski, Muggleton & Russell have observed that the learning algorithm for monotone l-term DNF against a simple distribution can be used to learn an l-clause ij-determinate predicate denition by rst, constructing the appropriate set of boolean features, then learning an l-term DNF over those features, and nally converting this formula back to an ij-determinate predicate de nition. Observation 32 For any xed k and a, the language of multiple-clause predicate de nitions containing at most l clauses from k-Local a-DB] is uniformly pac-learnable against simple distributions.
One problem with applying these results in practice is that the proofs of learnability for simple distributions are not completely constructive: in particular, the learning algorithm must sample against a certain \universal distribution", which is not computable Li and Vitanyi, 1991] . Implemented systems have thus used heuristic methods to learn multiple clauses Muggleton and Feng, 1992] . 32 X X X X X X X X X " " " " " " P P P P P P P P P P P P P 
Concluding remarks
Most implemented rst-order learning systems use restricted logic programs to represent concepts. An obvious advantage of this representation is that its semantics and complexity are mathematically well-understood; this suggests that learning systems using such logics can also be mathematically analyzed. This paper has sought to expand the theoretical foundations of this sub eld, inductive logic programming, by formally investigating the learnability of restricted logic programs. Most of our analysis is using the model of polynomial predictability introduced by Pitt and Warmuth 1990] . This model encourages analyzing the learnability of a language by characterizing its expressive power.
In this paper we have characterized several extensions of the language of determinate clauses of constant depth Muggleton and Feng, 1992; . These results will now be summarized.
First, via a reduction from log-depth circuits, we showed that a single log-depth determinate clause is not pac-learnable.
Next, we relaxed the condition of determinacy, and obtained a number of results. Since indeterminate clauses of constant depth can be very easily shown to be hard to predict, we considered several restrictions of this language. We showed that a clause with k free variables is as hard to learn as DNF. We also showed that restricting the degree of indeterminacy of a clause leads to predictability (but not pac-learnability) for any clause language with \polynomial literal support".
Finally, we showed that restricting the locality of a clause to a constant k leads to paclearnability. This result is especially interesting because k-local clauses can be shown to be a strict generalization of ij-determinate clauses in the following sense: for xed i and j, every ij-determinate clause can be rewritten as a clause with locality no greater than j i+1 .
These results are summarized in Figure 5 , which shows the languages considered in this paper, partially ordered by their expressive power.
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The results associate with the parenthesized languages are from previous work D zeroski Kietz, 1993] ; note however that the previous results for arbitrary-depth determinate and constant-depth determinate clauses make representational assumptions that we have relaxed. The analysis associated with the remaining languages is original. The languages below the heavy line are pac-learnable or (in the case of k-IndetermPLS) polynomially predictable. The languages above the heavy line are hard to predict, under cryptographic assumptions, as are all supersets of these languages. The language k-free, shown boxed in a dotted line, is predictable i DNF is predictable; this is an open question in computational learning theory.
In obtaining these results, several previous results from the literature have been extended. Haussler 1989] raises the question of the learnability of existential conjunctive concepts with k variables in a representation-independent (i.e., predictability) setting. It is easy to shown that every existential conjunctive concept can be expressed by a single indeterminate clause; thus an immediate result of Theorem 17 is that these concepts are in general as hard to predict as DNF.
More recently, Kietz 1993] has shown that arbitrary depth determinate clauses are hard to pac-learn, and that constant depth indeterminate clauses are also hard to pac-learn. These results have both been strengthened in a number of ways in this paper: in particular, we have presented representation-independent hardness results for determinate clauses of only log depth, rather than arbitrary depth, and also for indeterminate constant depth clauses.
We have also further investigated the learnability of various subclasses of indeterminate clauses. One result of this in-depth investigation has been isolation of an interesting subclass of indeterminate clauses (the class of k-local clauses) that is pac-learnable, and that is a strict generalization of the class of ij-determinate clauses. Kietz and D zeroski 1994] have also investigated the complexity a closely related task called the ILP problem. The \ILP problem" for (`; DB; Lang E ; Lang H ) is to nd, given a background theory DB 2 DB and a set of examples from Lang E , a hypothesis in Lang H that is \consistent" with the examples with respect to the provability relationship`. One corollary of Theorem 21 is that the ILP problem for k-local clauses is tractable. The connection between our negative results and the ILP problem is somewhat more complex. As formalized by Kietz and D zeroski, it is possible to solve the ILP problem in polynomial time using an algorithm that generates a hypothesis that grows quickly with the number of examples|for example, if the hypothesis language Lang H is su ciently expressive, one might hypothesize a lookup table containing all the positive examples. Thus it is possible in principle that the ILP problem for a language might be solvable, even if the language is hard to predict. However, by the results of Blumer et. al 1989] and Theorem 4, if a language Lang is not polynomially predictable and algorithm A solves the ILP problem for Lang, then either (i) A does not run in polynomial time, or (ii) the size of the hypotheses returned by A grows nearly linearly in the number of examples.
14 Thus the negative predictability results of this paper imply that the corresponding ILP problems cannot not be tractably 13 Strictly speaking, k-IndetermPLS is a set of languages, not a single language, and languages in the set need not be of depth k. However, every k-IndetermPLS language that we have considered are of bounded depth.
14 More precisely, the hypothesis size for a sample of m examples is not always less than m for any < 1.
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solved in any way that yields a concise hypothesis. A number of further questions suggest themselves. The learnability of recursive logic programs is a challenging problem; some results in this area appear in Cohen, 1993c; Cohen, 1994b; Frazier and Page, 1993] . The learnability of multiple-clause predicate de nitions is largely an open issue; although analysis is di cult, continued progress on the learnability of fairly general classes of DNF is encouraging Flammini et al., 1992; Hancock, 1993; Kushilevitz and Roth, 1993] . The learnability of restricted classes of general logic programs, or general logic programs in more restricted settings (perhaps analogous to the settings considered by Angluin, Frazier and Pitt 1992] ) is also an open area. Finally, much work remains to be done in relating the learnable languages of rst-order clauses to each other, as well as to other learnable rst-order languages (e.g., Cohen and Hirsh, 1992; Pitt and Frazier, 1994] .)
